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1. Introduction

In [7] Lyndon introduced the concept of inner rank for groups. He defined
the inner rank of an arbitrary group G to be the upper bound of the ranks of free
homomorphic images of G. Both Lyndon and Jaco have shown that the inner
rank of the fundamental group of a closed 2-manifold with Euler characteristic
2 — p, p j> 0, is [p/2] where [p/2] is the greatest integer ^ p/2. The proof given
by Lyndon [8] uses algebraic techniques; whereas, the proof by Jaco [4] is
geometrical.

If the free group F is a homomorphic image of the group G, we call F
a free quotient of G. The purpose of this paper is to give a geometrical interpre-
tation to free quotients of finitely presented groups.

In section 3 we show that whenever the group G can be expressed as a free
product G as Gt* G2 where both G1 and G2 are finitely presented groups, then
the inner rank of G is the sum of the inner ranks of Gt and G2.

2. Geometric realizations for free quotients

By n-manifold we shall mean a compact connected combinatorial n-manifold
possibly with boundary [3, p. 26]. We denote the interior of an n-manifold M"
by IntM". The boundary of an n-manifold defined as Af-IntM" is denoted
8M". If SM" = 0 , then M" is said to be closed. A k-submanifold, Nk, of the
n-manifold M" is a k-manifold embedded as a subcomplex in some subdivision
of M". If Nk is a fe-submanifold of M", we say Nk is properly embedded in M" if

NknSM" = 8Nk.

By a surface in the n-manifold M", we mean an (n — l)-submanifold, JV""1,
of M" where N""1 is properly embedded in M".
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412 W. Jaco [2]

Let I denote the interval [ — 1,1]. A surface N"'1 in M" is said to have a
product neighborhood P{N"~l) if there is a PL embedding

h: (Nn~l x I, SN1-1 x /) -> (Mn,8Mn)

so that h(N"-x x 7) = PiN"'1) is a neighborhood of N""1 and h(s x 0) = s
for each seN"'1. The embedding ft is called a parametrization of P(Af"~1).

The collection iV"~\ •••,iV£~1 of surfaces in the n-manifold M" is said to
be a system of surfaces in M" if

a) J V ^ n N J " 1 = 0 , 15*./, and

b) each N"'1 has a product neighborhood

PCiVr1) in M".

A system of surfaces AT""1, •••>N"~1 is called independent if

is connected. Note that whenever iV""1, •••,N£~1 is a system of surfaces in M",
then the product neighborhoods PCiV""1), •••,P(N%~1) guaranteed by condition b)
may be chosen so that

P(Nr 1 )nP(JV J
n - 1 ) = 0 , i*j.

A group G has a free quotient of rank r if there is a homomorphism <t> of G
onto a free group of rank r .

THEOREM 2.1. Let M" be an n-manifold and let G denote the fundamental
group of M". Then G has a free quotient of rank r if and only if there is an
independent system of surfaces iV""1, •••,iV""1 in M".

PROOF. SupposeN"'1, - -^N""1 is an independent system of surfaces in M".
Choose product neighborhoods P{N]~1),---^{N"'1), one for eachNj1"1, so that

Then

M\ = Mn - (J P^Np1)
i = l

(Fez X, then Y "denotes the point set interior of yin X) is a connected n-mani-
fold and dM" contains two copies of JV""1 for each i = l,---,r.

Let

denote a parametrization of PiN"'1) guaranteed by the definition of P(N" - 1 ) .
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Choose SiBN"'1 and let su = /J;(S; x j) for j = —1,1. Choose s o eIn tM".
There are arcs aiy, i = 1, •••,?•; j = —1,1, embedded in Ml as subcomplexes
of some subdivision of M" so that

a) a,j is an arc from s0 to s y ,
b) aur\aki = {s0}, (i , j) ^ (fc,/), and
c) ay - {s,,-} c In tM?.

Let T' = U ,-._,• a y . Then F is a wedge at s0 of the arcs ocu. There is a retrac-
tion A of P(N?+1) onto /i;(s,. x / ) . Let/2 ' denote the retraction of

L
i.J

onto F ' defined as
Si \T' = id | F , and

/2'| U w'xO1}) =A I u M^r'
i.J «'.j

Then by Tietze's Theorem [2], there is an extension/2 of/2' retracting M" onto F .
Let F be the wedge of r simple closed curves denned as

r = r'u [jh^xi).
i

The map / : M" -* T defined as

S\ \JP(Nr1)=fi\ \JPiNr1) and
t i

/ | Ml = /2 | Ml

is a retraction of M" ontoT. Hence, G has a free quotient of rank r.
Choose a point s o e In tM". Suppose \j/ is a homomorphism of rc^M", s0)

onto F , the free group of rank r. We are interested in the case r ^ 1.
Let Tdenote a wedge at t0 of r simple closed curves Tlt••-, Tr. Then there

is a homomorphism <]> of TTX(M",s0) onto TC^T, t0). Let / denote a simplicial
map of some subdivision of M" to some subdivision of T taking s0 to t0 so that
the homomorphism /„ of 7r1(M",s0) to nx{T, t0) induced b y / i s equal to 4>.

Choose points th 1 ^ i ^ r , so that rf is interior to some l-simplex,A;, of Tf

in the subdivision of Tfor which/is simplicial. Let <5;: t( x / be a linear embed-
ding of fj x / into A° so that (5,0; x 0) = tt. Then U J ' 1 ^ is a system of
surfaces in M". Furthermore, for any surface N?^1 ef~1(ti) a product neigh-
borhood PiN"^1) of N"^1 may be chosen so that P(N^"X) has a parametrization

where for each s e N"^i, hik (s x /) is carried by the map / both homeomor-
phically and linearly onto <5f(*, x /) and
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P(N,V') n P(N?- l) = <j>, if (», fc) # (/, m).

Let Sj denote the system of surfaces/~1(r1).
Let U, = St(tt x I). We call U? = SXU x [0,1]) (l/f = 5,(», x [-1,0]))

the positive side (negative side) of [/,-. We call

^ V 1 ) = MtyV1 x [-1,0]))

the positive side (negative side) of
Let ?, denote an embedding of S1 onto 7] so that if we think of the class

of r'i in nr(T, t0), it is oriented so as to 'cross' t; from UJ to t/,+. We also write
f; for the class of f; in n^T, t0).

Since the homomorphism

induced b y / is onto, there is a loop /,-, 1 g i ^ r , in M" based at s0 (/f may be
chosen as a simple closed curve if n S; 3) so that the element [/,] of n^M", s0)
determined by /,- is carried onto t( by /* . We may assume that /; is chosen in
general position with respect to U,S;.

There is a procedure [4, p. 368] for reading the word w(/,) in the symbols
iui^\---,ir,i~

l of the free group n^ (T,t0) which corresponds to /*[/;] by
observing the way /; meets U( S;. Since n^T, t0) is a free group and w(/,) is
equal to f; in nx(T, t0), it must be true that either Z; meets only one component
of S; or that there is a cancellation of the form £,• ij1 (or ij1 ij) in w(lt).

At this point it is convenient to consider the two cases n < 3 and n S; 3.

CASE 1. n < 3. If n = 1, then a separate, straightforward argument applies.
If n = 2, then the desired conclusion is just Lemma 3.2. of [4].

CASE 2. n ^ 3. We now have that /;, 1 ^ i ^ r, is a simple closed curve
in M" based at s0 and /; O lj = {s0}, i ?± j . A cancellation of the form ij tj1 (or
0~1?j) m w('t) n a s a s i t s geometric counterpart in M" a subarc a; of /; which
meets U ;S; only in its end points which are both in Sj (possibly not the same
component of Sj). We shall use this geometric interpretation of the reduction
of w(/;) to t'i in TI^TJO) to obtain a system of surfaces N"'1,---^"'1 in M"
so that /; OiVj1"1 is precisely one point at which lt pierces JVj1"1; i.e. /; meets
both P+OVr1) and P^N"'1)- Furthermore, l^N"'1 will be void for i j± j .

Consider the subarc a; of lt with its endpoints in Sj and otherwise af misses
U ; S;. There is a combinatorial n-cell Q" c M" and parametrization of Q" as a
product of the combinatorial (n — l)-cell Q"'1 and the interval / so that

a) for some point OelntQ""1,

a, = 0 x / ,

b) Q?nl, = a,, QTMj = 0 , ij±j,
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c) Q-nS^ 0, ijtj,
d) Q" meets only the components of Sj which a; meets, and
e) Q"nSj = Q"-1 x - l u g 1 - 1 x 1.

Let Sj be the system of surfaces in M" obtained from Sj and Bdg by replacing
the (n-l)-cells Q""1 x - 1 and g""1 x 1 by the closed annulus SQ"-1 x / .

We now have a collection S'1,---,Sj-,---,S^ where each S- is a system of
surfaces in M", S- = St, i ^ j and S/ is described above. The word problem
for the simple closed curve l{ has been reduced with respect to this collection
since the cancellation f/J1 (or fj1ij) has been eliminated as viewed geometri-
cally. In other words we have reduced the number of components of lt n U ; S;

by looking at the number of components of /; O U f SJ. In a finite number of
steps, we obtain the system of surfaces JV""1, •••,N"~1 in M" promised above.

Since the wedge of simple closed curves U ;/; has the property Z; ON?"1

is precisely one piercing point and /, C\N]~1 = 0 , i # j , the system of surfaces
JVJ"1, •••,iVr

n~1 is independent in M". This concludes the proof of Proposition
2.1.

3. Additivity of inner rank

Suppose Gj and G2 are groups. We designate the free product of Gt and
G2 by G, * G2 [6].

To this author's knowledge a result like the following lemma first appeared
in the literature in [9]. We include a brief outline of a proof for completeness
of our argument.

LEMMA 3.1. Suppose G is a finitely presented group. Then there is a
closed, connected, combinatorial 4-manifiold MQ SO that U^MQ) « G.

PROOF. There is a connected, finite, simplicial 2-complex KG with TZ^KQ) X G
[1, Theorem 6.4.6]. Let h denote a simplicial embedding of KG into a standard
rectilinear subdivision of the 5-sphere, S5.

If N(KG) denotes a regular neighborhood of h(KG) in S5 [3, p. 59], then

MG = 5N(KG)

is the desired closed, connected, combinatorial 4-manifold.
Suppose G is a group. Let

IN(G) = maxf r(F)

where F is a free quotient of G and r(F) denotes the rank of F. We call IN(G)
the inner rank of G.

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose Gt and G2 are both finitely presented groups.

IN{Gt * G2) = IN(Gt) + IN(G2).
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PROOF. Let M4, M\ denote closed, 4-manifolds where TT1(M*) X Gl and
n^Mt) x G2. Let rt = IN(Gt), r2 = IN(G2).

There is a homomorphism cj> of Gt * G2 onto the free group F of rank
i\ + r2 . Hence

! * G2) ^ IN(G,) + IN(G2).

Let MA denote the closed, connected combinatorial 4-manifold M\ # M4

obtained from M\ and M2 via connected sum. Then by Van Kampen's
Theorem we have

n^M*) « Gi * G2.

If F is a free group of rank s and (/> is a homomorphism of Gi * G2 onto F,
then by Proposition 2.1 there is an independent system of surfaces N?,---,Nl
in M4.

There is a 3-sphere S3 c M4 so that
a) M4— S3 has precisely two components Q\,QX where the closure of gf

is PL homeomorphic with M? minus the interior of a 4-cell in Mf, i = 1,2,
and

b) U?= tN? r> S3 = U/= i Ff where Fl,---,F2
p is a system of surfaces in S3

(possible an empty collection).
Let p, the number of components of

denote the complexity of the system Nl,---,N3 relative to S3. If p = 0, then
it follows that 5 :g r1 + r2 and thus

JJV(Gi * G2) ^ INiGJ + IN(G2).

If p > 0, then we shall show that there is an independent system of surfaces
R3,--,R3 in M4 where the complexity of the system Rl,--,R3 relative to S3

is strictly less than p.
There is a product neighborhood P(S3) of S3 in M4 and a parametrization

h:S3 xl -> P(S3)
so that

Actually, we may have to move the system N3,---,N3 by an ambient homeo-
morphism to obtain an independent system which satisfies this condition. Since
such a homeomorphism may be chosen so as to leave S3 invariant, we continue
to use the same notation for this new system.
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Each Fj separates S3. Choose the indexing of F2
u---,Fl SO that F2, is an

innermost surface in S3; i.e. one of the two domains complementary to Fp in
S3 meets no FJ. Let D denote the closure of this domain in S3. Suppose
fp

2c TVjfn S3 . There are two cases to consider:
p

CASE 1. F2
P does not separate N3. Let

R3 = ( < - h(F2
p x /)) V(h(D x {1}) U/T(D x {-1})).

Then Rf, •••,R%,---,R* denned as R? = N?, i ^ k, is an independent system
of surfaces in M 4 and the complexity of the system Rf,--,Rf is p — 1.

CASE 2. F2 separates iV3. Let JVj3, and A^3 denote the closure in N? of
the two components complementary to F2

p in JV3. Since Af3,•••,W3 is an inde-
pendent system of surfaces in M 4 , there is a wedge Tof a simple curves Tu ••-, Ts

in M4 so that T; O N? is a single piercing point and Tt n Nj = 0 , i 7̂  j . Further-
more, T r\D = 0 . Choose notation so that

T O N 3 = T O N 3 , .

Suppose

Let

** = (Nl-h(F2
pxI))uh(F2

px{l}).

Then i?3, • •,/?3, •••,/?/ defined as flf = A f̂, i ^ fc is an independent system of
surfaces in M 4 . For p ' the complexity of the system Rf,--,R^ we have/?' g p — 1.

We conclude that for Nf,---,N^ any independent system of surfaces in M 4 ,
that there is an independent system of surfaces Rl, •••,/?3 in M 4 where the com-
plexity of the system Rl, •••,R* relative to S is zero. By the remark above, this
completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. Lyndon has shown the author an algebraic
proof of Theorem 3.2.

Several applications of Theorem 3.2 are given in [5].
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